Values Name-Tag

**Equipment:**
3x5 index cards
Markers

**Procedure:**
Give everyone an index card and have them write their names in large letters in the center of the card, leaving room around the edge of the card for additional writing or drawing. Explain to them that you are going to ask some questions about what they believe in and what they value, the answer to which will be placed in different corners of their nametag. Typical questions might be:

1. Where is the place that you would like to go for vacation?
2. Who are two role models who have been very important in your life?
3. What is the best book you have ever read?
4. What is your favorite hobby?

After everyone has completed their name tags (you, too), ask everyone to move around the room silently, reading one another’s tag, and getting to know one another in their group. You may also wish to have them discuss their name tags, or may have everyone go back to people who had things on their cards that particularly interested them and discuss what is there.
